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Abstract: The health for all is need for the day in changing world. The manpower required to change is critical but the professional societies made the contribution towards upliftment of health of the society. The professional society are important units which play interrelationship among professionals and interconnects society for the wellbeing. The surgeon’s society is one among many professional societies which are in existence. The motto behind forming surgical society is many fold. In the present scenario surgeon society as a whole is need for the country and in turn for the society for the exchange of knowledge, for assistance, social service etc. The article briefs social responsibility of surgeon’s society, also describes the existence in the world through a very famous societies like royal college of surgeons. It also briefs present scenario and future need in India and world.
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1. Introduction

We hear frequently that the surgeon is a dreadful player, skilled in care of patient, various surgeries, teaching and research. I consider this is not sufficient for purpose. Community is the most important part to be served as a professional. Hippocratic Oath, where doctors pledge to “keep patients from harm and injustice.” These words must be taken as motivation to serve and help the community and maintain humanity.

During our training, we attain a special quality of knowledge. Whatever we learn in our training is not enough but it has a long way to explore. Our knowledge is like a drop of water in the ocean. We can understand this with some examples. Surgery complies a main factor in combination of society and science. Using our knowledge in clinical practice is extreme important for saving the general condition of human. This expression is understood by surgeons. Maxillofacial surgery is beyond our knowledge. Surgeons take care of patients in every type of situations and conditions whether it is physical or psychological. Our condition is susceptible to criticism, persuasion and temptation which depends on the trust of individual have us and it is our duty to respect his attitude. There are some parties which are working to maintain the role of surgeons in our society. It’s always an individual duty to maintain the professional respect.

Changing trends in health system:

There is an extraordinary change in the surgical profession from decades. The increase in quantity of surgeons, the wish for equality between patient and surgeon gives a clear idea about our professionalism. It was the old times when patients were unaware of the procedures followed by a surgeon but the recent scenario are completely different. Patients are aware, they use the various educational services like web to clear their questions in mind. Patients understand the view of a doctor towards them and accordingly they decided themselves whether to stay or to shift to a surgeon who is more interested in taking their proper care. Doctors are the responsible individuals to take decision and face its consequences.

Role of surgeon in society:

Experience of a surgeon plays a major role in making good decisions. Surgeon’s decision can’t be assessed by a normal human being as the way of thinking and ability to take proper action in the right time is the quality of a surgeon. Most often there is a chance of criticism in the thinking of surgeon and public. At times where courteous regard for people's feelings is no more, is the crucial time for a surgeon to think how, when, where, why and what to do. Surgical profession contains behaviors and relationships which fellow surgeon and patients to maintain the public and gain the trust. Surgeon should have good quality education and knowledge with leadership qualities for proper goal and carrier orientation in life. The cultural and political environment is a disadvantage to our profession which many surgeons consider disabling

Perspective of professionalism towards society:
The conditions of medical and surgical depends on professionalism. The way we manage individuals and public is what matters a lot today. Patients have a clear cut idea of the doctors. They not only see your working efficiency but also your behavioral aspects. The relationship between the patient and doctor is of most crucial importance in terms of delivering the proper care. Providing a high quality of treatment depends on the effects of both. The health organizations are very effective in care of society.

**Society and professionalism:**

The situation as such was before is not seen now a days in this modern period. The professionalism sometimes takes a darker way which happens because of lack of proper communication and understanding between the fellows, the corporate services, the hospital workers and the patient. The communication gap must be withdrawn for a better service to the society. The reason for making this report is not only to be read and apply by doctors but also by the public and the managers of hospitals. Including media and policy making people, all play a big role in advancement of the surgical profession. Understanding and compatibility between all makes a healthy society. Surgery profession is embedded in every procedure of the modern world.

**Society and surgeons responsibility:**

It is the professional responsibility of surgeons to consume his experience and knowledge to serve the community in a better way. The ethical training should always be practiced. We should give special attention to understand the attitude of patients who are physically and mentally challenged. Understanding the mind of child in pediatric cases is also required to deliver good treatment and create positive attitude towards the doctors in near and future times. Today’s scenario most often runs with money when patient go for treatment in private clinics and corporate hospitals. Economically maintaining the public health should be followed. Encouraging and educating the community to the present is necessary. The world is in the state of increasing pollution in every way. Lots of issues are documented starting from greenhouse gases, mercury emissions from power plants and presence of pesticides in our food.²

Performance of the surgeon should be measured to evaluate the degree of care he is providing. This can also be helpful in increasing the performance of surgeon. There are very less measures to evaluate the performance of surgeon till now. Most of the evaluation will be done via websites and the data base available in it.³ But there must be an individual measure system for assessment. This happens because of lack of resources available for development and a certain degree of unwillingness by the members. Strong measures should be followed and it requires individual leadership. There is a shift in the surgical profession’s historical reluctance to engage in overt self-regulation.⁴

Endeavors to enhance mind and lessen costs through expanded straightforwardness and responsibility in the conveyance of medicinal care have expanded the requirement for educational and adequate execution measures. A few administrative, oversight, and payer associations have driven in endeavors to create measures, yet specialist's expert associations have started to assume a more noticeable part. Outside weights might push these associations toward the improvement of measures; be that as it may, doctors have for the most part opposed endeavors to characterize the particular way of what they do. Improvement of execution measures by forte social orders speaks to a move toward more noteworthy cooperation by doctors in societal endeavors to deal with the medicinal services framework and, possibly, in self-control, however the degree to which doctor proficient gatherings have responded to this call is obscure. Respondents additionally specified participation worries over misbehavior implications.⁵

**Scenario of surgeon’s society in world:**

Surgeons association in different countries were worked for various social cause. Surgeon professional societies affect the national health care as they belong to a special position in the society. Physicians practicing in sensitive areas, but a few such as the American Medical Association and American College of Surgeons have a more clinically heterogeneous membership.⁶ Similar performance is to be measured and improved in clinically sensitive areas, specialty societies are a specific site for deciding what provides better care. Indeed, the development of clinical practice guidelines is a normal case of a particular society action planned to enhance nature of care.⁷ Rules are deliberate clinical care guides of the arrangement and timing of particular procedures that either are demonstrated to bring about better patient results or speak to master sentiment about the best procedure of watch over specific patients. Be that as it may, rules themselves have demonstrated restricted for evolving rehearse.⁸ Also, despite more than a decade of society-specific guidelines to improve care it is a failure that has spurred current efforts to develop performance measures. In India the changing trends and clinical establishment act made the professional society existence more robust and the advisory committee consist the members from the surgical societies for drafting till implementation. Its real race for surgeons to represent at government bodies towards good social cause it is necessary to implement or adopt various mechanism involved.
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by other countries in the upliftment of disease process in public through these associations in a standardized manner.

Regardless of the clear cover of interests between the claim to fame social orders and those intrigued by measuring execution, social orders have a few critical requirements. To start with, they are constrained in the degree to which they can seek after exercises not upheld by their participation. Second, the general public pioneers and enrollment may have constrained skill in the specialized parts of measure improvement. Third, society assets coordinated at measuring execution contend with more conventional society exercises including political backing. At long last, claim to fame sheets and state permitting organizations have been the customary home for therapeutic expert self-control. Regardless, strength sheets and authorizing offices have constrained power to characterize best practices and as of not long ago have to a great extent restricted their exercises to controlling exams (claim to fame sheets) and training doctors who have overstepped laws (permitting organizations).

The pressure between the strengths pushing for more noteworthy expert society inclusion being developed of measures and those keeping social orders down recommend that the time is on the whole correct to evaluate where specialists proficient social orders are with respect to this movement. For this study we concentrated on what these social orders have been doing to create and scatter measures of specialist's clinical execution. Our objectives were to depict the exercises of the real expert social orders in the territory of specialist's execution estimation and to decide the significant boundaries and facilitators to specialist's social orders' advancement of measures.

II. Conclusion

We as a country must be more proactive in advancing our message of watch over the personal satisfaction of all people groups, paying little respect to race, religion, and most piercingly sexual orientation. Singular specialists ought not to be meek in affirming their position as the homes of the world's finest specialists. The efforts of the surgeons to establish itself as the custodian of quality surgery in women and men fits well with the very successful public campaign. Surgeons not only should serve as experts in the treatment of particular disease but should and will begin to take an activist and front-line role in improving the surgical care of people. The structure used by the foreign must be applied in our country too. We must act as a human being first then a professional.
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